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CEL英語ソリューションズ作成

2012年度第2回実用英語技能検定
2012 年 10 月 14 日実施

１級１次試験　解答
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◆(1)～(25)：1問1点／計 25点

設問(1)～(25)１ 番 ：語彙 ・熟語

(1)

(6)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(7) (8) (9) (10)

1 2 4 4

2 2 1 3

(11)

(16)

(12) (13) (14) (15)

(17) (18) (19) (20)

1 4 2 2

4 1 1 3

(21) (22) (23) (24) (25)4 1 2 1

◆(26)～(31)：1問1点／計 6点

設問(26)～(31)２ 番：長文空所補充

(26) (27) (28)2 2 3

(29) (30) (31)3 3 1

設問(32)～(41)３ 番：長文内容一致

◆(32)～(41)：1問2点／計 20点

(32) (33) (34)3 2 1

(35) (36) (37)4 3 1

(38) (39) (40) (41)4 3 1 3
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◆ 28点

４ 番：英論文作成

P4～5 をご覧下さい。

(Part 1～ Part 4)設問No. 1～No.27リスニングテスト

◆ No.1～ No.20：1問 1点／計 20点

◆ No.21～ No.27：1問 2点／計 14点
No.26 No.274 2

No.21 No.22 No.23 No.24 No.252 3 1 4 4

No.16 No.17 No.18 No.19 No.202 3 4 2 1

No.11 No.12 No.13 No.14 No.152 2 1 4 3

No. 6 No. 7 No. 8 No. 9 No.102 1 4 1  2

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 51  3 4 1 4
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４ 番：英論文作成

“Agree” Answer:

The U.S. and many other countries have been involved in space
exploration. Some people say that the money for space travel could be better
spent elsewhere. Space travel is expensive, but there are many reasons why
space exploration should continue.

First of all, scientific research is a great thing. It helps us find the answers
that humans ask. Humans are a very curious species. How was our world
formed? Space exploration employs people — including many brilliant
scientists. It also creates jobs in other fields when research develops into new
fields or technology.

Second, space exploration is exciting for people. Not only does it excite
national pride, but it also encourages students to study science. It is important
to conduct scientific research into the possibility of life on other planets.

Many of us know that putting people on rockets and shooting them off
into space is dangerous. But there seems to be no shortage of candidates who
want such an opportunity. It is human nature to be curious and to have the
desire for exploration.

Space exploration is worth the costs since there are various benefits —
both now and into the future. Therefore, I insist that space exploration should
continue.                                                                                (199 words)
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“Disagree” Answer:

Space exploration is expensive and dangerous. With many economic
problems in the world, can we justify the huge costs? I think it is wise to
continue some research, but it should be limited.

Of course we know that space flight involves many risks for astronauts.
But let me point out a different danger. The technology to put space ships into
orbit is the same technology that can be used to launch missiles against other
countries. A good example is North Korea, which claims to be launching
satellites. The experts seem to agree that they are really creating a missile
system.

Space exploration is expensive. With a weak economy in the world, we
should consider a large reduction in the space travel budget. The money can
be better spent on other things. The first thing that comes to mind is research
on renewable energy sources.

Sometimes we hear about the future of space colonization. Is this really
necessary? I can’t think of any valid reason for attempting space colonization.
This is just a science fiction fantasy.

My opinion may be unpopular, but space exploration is a huge expense
that cannot be justified. The space program should have its budget reduced.

                                                                           (199 words)


